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“Born Wicked” is among young
adult fantasy novels to be
spotlighted during an authors’
visit next week.

By Cheryl Allen
Staff writer
callen@greenvillenews.com

For young adults, fantasy
genre is all the rage these
days in the literary world —
from magic and mayhem to
battles and betrayals. A coming event will allow fans and
potential readers alike to
check out what all the hype is
about.
Fiction Addiction is hosting
the Breathless Reads YA
(young adult) Talk & Signing
on Tuesday at
Holland Park
YOU
Church in
CAN GO
Simpsonville.
What: Breath“They have
less Reads YA
nice seating
Talk & Signing
and a good
When: 6:30 p.m. sound system,
Feb. 12
so that’s why
Where: Holland we decided to
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hold it there,”
1131 Holland
said Jill HenRoad, Simpsondrix, owner of
ville
Fiction AddicCost: $15 (can
tion. “This is
be applied to a
a national
purchase)
tour. This
More: Visit
might be the
fiction-addiconly chance
tion.com
people would
have to see
some of these authors.”
Five authors will be on
hand to discuss their new
books: Fiona Paul, Morgan
Rhodes, Elizabeth Richards,
Jessica Spotswood and New
York Times bestselling author
Beth Revis.
Tickets are $15, but they
can be redeemed on a purchase at the event or ahead of
time at the store, Hendrix
said.
“I think it’s been encouraging how the fantasy field has
really helped kids and young
adults get into reading, starting first with Harry Potter
going into the ‘Twilight’ books
and then ‘Hunger Games,’ ”
Hendrix said. “These authors
are all in that genre. Many of
them are fantasy or science
fiction.”
Fiona Paul’s “Venom” follows the adventures of a
young girl who gets caught up
in a perilous world of killings,
courtesans and secret societies. “Venom” is a historical
novel, but it has a very fantastical feel to it, Hendrix said.
Revis’ latest book, “Shades
of Earth,” is the finale in a
sci-fi trilogy. Rhodes’ royal
fantasy, “Fallen Kingdoms,”
tells about the intertwining
fate of four young people
amid power struggles and
treacherous journeys and
enemies.
Richards has written her
debut novel, “Black City,” a
post-apocalyptic love story,
and Spotswood’s “Born Wicked” highlights a story about
eccentric sisters who are
witches.
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Kevin Spacey, with Robin Wright, plays a scheming
congressman out for revenge in “House of Cards,”
an original series from Netflix. The show
premiered Friday, and all 13 episodes are available
at once.
MELINDA SUE GORDON/NETFLIX
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Fantasy,
sci-fi fans
can unite
at event

Popular binge-watching shows: “Breaking Bad” (Anna Gunn and Bryan Cranston), “Downton Abbey (Hu
Bonneville and Jim Carter), “Mad Men” (Jon Hamm and Jessica Pare) and “24” (Kiefer Sutherland).

By Dawn C. Chmielewski
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — When
Thomas Toth contracted
pneumonia, he became inseparable from the cool,
stylish Don Draper.
Toth watched all five
seasons of the AMC series
“Mad Men” from his sickbed in a two-week viewing
binge. He became so captivated by its fictional admen
that he began sporting skinny ties and drinking OldFashioned cocktails.
“The nuances of the story
lines are getting so complicated — they’re introducing
characters in Episode 2 and
that character comes back
in Episode 6 — I can digest
things a lot quicker and
easier when I binge on
them,” the 44-year-old Den-

New Netflix series capitalizes
on popularity of binge-viewing
ver resident said.
Toth has lots of company.
Services such as Netflix and
Hulu, as well as digital video
recorders, have transformed the TV viewing
experience by enabling
viewers to devour multiple
episodes or even entire seasons of “The Wire” or
“Downton Abbey” in marathon viewing sessions.
Now Netflix is making a
huge bet that it can satisfy
the addiction that it helped
create. At 12:01 a.m. Friday
its first original series premiered, a political drama
called “House of Cards” that

stars actor Kevin Spacey as
a ruthless, scheming House
majority whip.
In a departure from television tradition, the entire
season of “House of Cards”
— all 13 episodes, nearly 13
hours of tense Capitol Hill
drama — will be available at
once, with the click of a
button.
Millions of Americans
are binge-viewing serialized
dramas and comedies, including those that can no
longer be found on the network prime-time schedule.
Hits like the espionage
thriller “24” and cult favor-
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Key to a hea
happy retire
Enjoying the
By Janice Lloyd
USA Today

Jake Chesson leads a hike in Leesburg, Va. The group Chesson founded is focused on staying active and healthy in retirement. USA TODAY

Jake Chesson was approaching retirement and
sensed something had to
change. An avid cyclist, he
pushed himself hard on his
bike and found himself dreading riding.
“I know me, and if I’m not
having fun, I’m not going to
stick with exercise,” he says.
His solution: He started a
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